GTAP related book chapter

GTAP related paper

Assistance at GTAP Training courses:
- March 2005: Mark Horridge conducted week-long training session in GTAP smodel at UNCTAD India, New Delhi
- February 2006: Ken Pearson was an instructor for GTAP Short Course in Mumbai, India
- July 2005: Mark Horridge was an instructor at GTAP training course, Heraklion, Crete

Database work
Mark Horridge prepared IO data for Pakistan, Senegal, Vietnam and Nigeria for GTAP data base

Software related
- Ken Pearson provided occasional support for GTAP-specific software problems during the year
- Mark Horridge provided periodic maintenance of RunGTAP and GTAPAgg programs
- Mark Horridge completed initial version of SplitCom program to disaggregate sectors in a GTAP database (December 2005)

Papers by members of the Monash Centre of Policy Studies at last GTAP conference, 2005: 8th Annual Conference on Global Economic Analysis, Lubeck, Germany
- “Using GEMPACK Subroutines in your Fortran Programs” by Mark Horridge, Jill Harrison and Ken Pearson
- “The Doha Round, Poverty and Regional Inequality in Brazil” by Mark Horridge with Joaquim Bento Ferreira-Filho
- “Presenting GTAP Results using A Map” by Mark Horridge
- “Disaggregating the Health Sector in MONASH for Forecasting and Policy” by Mark Picton and Maureen Rimmer
- “Modelling the US Sweetner Industry in MONASH-USA” by Ashley Winston with Marinos Tsigas
- “Miniature MONASH: Reducing barriers of entry to CGE modelling” by Peter Dixon and Maureen Rimmer
• “The Extent and Consequences of Recent Structural Changes in Australia” by James Gieseke

• “Analysing the Economic Implications of Plant Disease Incursions” by Glyn Wittwer with Simon McKirdy and Ryan Wilson

Other

In July 2005 Philip Adams and Mark Horridge completed a report for the South African Department of Agriculture on the implications of a SACU/India FTA. This work complements an earlier study for the Agriculture Department examining the implications of a SACU/USA FTA.